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The terrain is to be assessed in terms of 
distance, difficulty or ease of travel, dimension, 
and safety.
-The Art of War
Sun Tzu
5th Century BCE
“Taken one at a time, each decision seemed correct.  
The agency allocated attention and resources to 
these two problems accordingly. The consequences 
of living with both of these anomalies were, in its 
view, minor…In both cases, NASA was comfortable 
with its analyses.”
- 2003 CAIB Report (Sec. 8.2, Failures of Foresight: Two Decision 
Histories and the Normalization of Deviance
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Why Risk Management?
NASA defines a risk as:
“the potential for 
performance shortfall… 
with respect to achieving 
explicitly established and 
stated goals, objectives, and 
performance requirements”
Probability of performance shortfall that is acceptable to 
decision makers is the risk tolerance 
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PRs and PMs = Performance Requirement and Measures
Quality and risk play at all decision-making levels.
7NASA Risk Management Governance
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December 7, 2018Sources:  MAP, ERM Team, MSD, EPP, ARMWG
Similar to Industry, NASA operational and business risk scenarios must 
consider and then communicate a range of possible impacts with often 
complex variables.
Risk Scoring = Communication
Benefits
• Visual communication & 
ranking tool
• Tailorable heat map
• Useful where quantitative 
precision is unavailable
• Bounds uncertainties
• Definitions for Likelihood 
or Probability and 
Severity of Consequence
Drawbacks
• Not a substitute for 
actual analysis
• Lack of commonality 
(range of heat maps)
• Range compression or 
ambiguity
• Potential to “game” the 
system (rank higher than 
credible likelihood or 
consequence) 

• Laboratory Audit
• 100 Items on Surveillance Plan
• 53 Identified Nonconformances
Thinking about risk tolerance, how do we 
communicate risk?
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Exercise:  Assigning Risk
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Listen, Learn, 
Collaborate!
